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Content



Answer the 5 W’s



What Type of Article Are You Writing?

• Editorial

• Feature – Soft News

• Straight News - Hard News



What to Do With All This Information?
Organize your facts into three groups:

3) Facts that are related but not important.

2) Facts that are interesting but not crucial.

1) Facts that need to be included in the article.



Inverted Pyramid
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Lede

Body

Tail



Inverted Pyramid

Writing a Lede
First Paragraph



Inverted Pyramid
Writing a Lede

The Lede:

 Tells the reader the basic facts.
 Grabs the reader’s attention.
 Let your readers know what your 

news article is about



Inverted Pyramid
Writing a Lede

Here are a few examples…



Inverted Pyramid

Straight News Lede

OSO Chapter 123 honored four members
last month for their outstanding work on
behalf of the district and the chapter. 

Writing a Lede



Inverted Pyramid
Writing a Lede

Question Lede

How would you like to be fired?  Tossed
out after 17 years of service?



Inverted Pyramid
Writing a Lede

Quotation Lede

“I’ll never forget what the union has done
for me and my family,” said Jane Jones as 
she was handed a relief check for $1,400. 



Inverted Pyramid
Writing a Lede

Remember…
Ledes are flexible.



Inverted Pyramid

The Body



Inverted Pyramid
The Body

 Giving all the important facts and details

 Make sure your writing relates to the 
lede statement

Start by..



Inverted Pyramid
The Body

 Follow up main facts with additional 
information.

 Keep the continuity of the story.

Then..

 Include other relevant facts and details.



Inverted Pyramid
The Body

 Writing with an active voice.

Be sure to look back and…

 Ensure you are using tight writing practices.



Tight Writing
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Use Simple Vocabulary

Use “Spoken” English

Keep paragraphs and 
sentences short



Stay Active When You Write
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Active voice is when the 
subject does the action In 
the sentence.

Passive voice is when the 
subject has the action 
done to it.



Stay Active When You Write
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If you interpret contract language, 
be careful not to distort the original 
meaning. 

You can always ask your union 
steward or labor relations 
representative to double check it. 

CAUTION!



Inverted Pyramid

The Tail



Inverted Pyramid
The Tail

 A conclusion – summary of the lede.

 A call to action – what can be done.

Ways to Finish Up

 What the future holds – what to look 
forward to.



Headlines
How to Bring Attention to Your Article Using 

Headlines and Sub Headlines



Headlines

Headlines should grab your 
attention and make you want to 
read the story.  Page 

43



Headlines

Subheadings allow you to 
communicate a message to 

readers that scan. 
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Headlines draw people to 
your article, they should 
sound conversational. 



Headlines



Headlines

Layout and Graphic

Using graphics with your headlines give your 
layout a visual strength.  It help draw attention 

to your headline and starts to tell the story.



Headlines



Headlines



Headlines
Tips

 Use numbers

 Ask a question

 Use strong verbs

 Mention the reader



Headlines
Tips

 Draw inspiration from 
other publications

 Highlight the value for 
the reader

 Draft a bunch of headlines



Editing



Editing

Good Editing = Good Writing
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Half of good writing is editing. It’s one 
thing to fix your mistakes, but true 
editing requires you to have an 
objective eye and an open mind. 



Editing

• The Publisher
• The Editor-in-Chief
• Managing Editor
• Assignment Editors
• Copy Editors

• The You
• The You
• The You
• The You
• The You

Newspaper Staff Newsletter Staff



Editing
Edit the overall aspects of your story:

 Do I need to add any information?
 Do I need to rewrite any parts?  Is the story clear, 

understandable and accurate?
 Do I need to cut any information?
 Do I need to reorganize any parts of my writing?
 If quotes are used, are the quotes accurate and 

properly attributed?



Editing
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Editing

 Spelling and Grammar 
 General Readability
 General Appearance (Format/Graphics)
 Does it fit in the available space in the 

newsletter?

Then edit the technical writing aspects of your story:

Try reading your writing out loud. If something doesn’t 
read right, revise it.



Pr freading



Pr freading
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Proofreading is not the same as 
editing, but it’s equally important. 
When readers find technical mistakes 
in your newsletter, it undermines the 
credibility of the whole publication. 

Proofreading vs. Editing



Pr freading
The final step

 Complete your editing
 Take a break
 Print it out
 Have someone else 

proofread it



Pr freading
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Other Considerations



Other Considerations
Appearance

 Graphics

 Fonts

 Clean Design

 Colors
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Section 4



Other Considerations
Multiple Topics or Points of View

 Keep chronological 
events in order.

 Group like topics and put 
a header on the section.

 Use pullout quotes for extra 
information and formatting.







Questions?



Thank You


